If you are interested in joining the ranks of a WARRIOR SCUBA PROJECT Dive Team...

or...

are already certified and would like to serve as a dive buddy...

or...

would just like to contribute your time or resources as a volunteer then contact us today!

info@warriorscubaproject.org

Warrior Scuba Project

@warriorscuba
630.354.8925
www.warriorscubaproject.org

The WARRIOR SCUBA PROJECT Dog Tag is the best way to support a nonprofit veterans program while taking advantage of some really great discounts and freebies from participating WARRIOR SCUBA PROJECT promotional partners.

Each tag costs $10 and can be used two different ways:
1. Redeem your dog tag at a Warrior Scuba Project-affiliated dive shop and receive special discounts on your purchases.
2. Present your Warrior Scuba Project dog tag at one of our promotional partners for discounts and freebies on stuff you already enjoy!

All proceeds from the Warrior Scuba Project Dog Tag Program go to support our mission.

Order by check or money order to:
WARRIOR SCUBA PROJECT
232A Walnut Street
Bensenville, IL 60106

For more information contact us at:
dogtags@warriorscubaproject.org

Serving Veterans Through Scuba
The WARRIOR SCUBA PROJECT conducts dynamic dive operations with veterans in a Warrior-Driven environment. We will accomplish this by utilizing the talents of America’s Warfighters, including those recovering from physical and non-physical injuries, in the Planning, Execution, and Recovery phases of dive operations.

“We created the WARRIOR SCUBA PROJECT so veterans had a program where they could be warriors again.”

-Todd Jones, CPT, US Army (Ret)

“I can’t tell you the last time I had so much fun since returning from overseas. After I was injured I didn’t think I was going to do any type of sport again. Going in the water took all the worries away. I am hooked and can’t wait to get back in the water.”

Chris Maddexford
US Army (Ret.)